PRICING AND PRODUCT INFORMATION
ART–Model 101
All Steel with wooden rings: $995 + *shipping
Weight: 70lbs Quality welding and finishing
Arm adjusts from heights: 33” to 53”
Fixed Base width: 36”
* Shipping calculated via UPS

WARRANTY
The Achiever ring trainer is warrantied for a period of one year from the
date of invoice against faulty manufacturing or defects in materials. The
seller’s sole obligation under this warranty shall be to repair at its option
or replace at its expense, any defective part or parts. Breakage caused
by extreme usage will not be covered as it does not constitute defective
material or faulty workmanship.

WARNING!
The Achiever ring trainer is not a toy. The possibility of serious injury or even
death is inherent in any activity involving motion or height. This training
device is intended for use by properly trained, qualified participants
under supervised conditions. Know your limitations and the limits of the
equipment. Maintain the equipment; test for stability and inspect for
loose fittings and/or damage before each use. Avoid landing on head or
neck as serious injuries may result.
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The Achiever Ring Trainer is a training aid that offers developing gymnasts
a progressive approach intended to help perfect strength and hold skills
on rings without the need for a cabled ring station.
The Achiever ring trainer is the only device on the market that simulates
the movement and feel of a cabled ring set. It can be adjusted to many
different levels of resistance, from the beginner, static non-moving rings,
to the advanced actual feel of cabled rings and many levels of resistance
in between.
All steel contraction makes this machine virtually indestructible and can
be customized to your gym colors!
Fully and easily adjustable for all heights and weights of your athletes
from level 4’s to elite! Coach and athlete friendly to allow spotting and
positioning on a stable surface at a safe height.
The Achiever ring trainer allows for lots of repetitions when learning ring
skills and cuts down on wasted training time climbing up to the rings
between each turn.

WHY YOUR GYM NEEDS THE
ACHIEVER RING TRAINER
1. Easily add 1 or more training stations
to your ring workouts without the
need to hang rings from the ceiling.
Easily moved to locations close to your
ring station
2. Portable, folds and stores without
taking up a large amount of space
3. Builds strength and ring skills at a safe
height
4. Adjusts to all levels of strength & skill
5. Coach/spot friendly at a safe height on
a stable surface
6. Allows for support and inverted skill
development

SPECIFIC RING SKILL DEVELOPMENT

7. Easily added to your strength and
conditioning circuits

Intriguing variances of skill development ranging from strength and
swing elements including but not limited to:

8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Easily changes configuration to allow hanging and support skills
Press Handstands and Planches
Cross/Maltese/Victorian
Dislocates and Inlocates
Forward and Backward Giants

360-degree motion of support arms
and rings provides crucial muscle
development
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